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Name of the Faculty Member Hidehiro Endo 

Status Assistant Professor 

Dept. Affiliation Teacher's License Program 

Trip Duration From:  September 21, 2013 To:  September 29, 2013 

Institutions visited / Country 1)Purdue University /USA 

 2)Ball State University/USA 

Activity Summary:  
 
On September 23rd, I visited my former colleagues at Purdue prior to my presentation. My presentation 
entitled “Schooling Experience of Asian Immigrant High School Students/ Graduate Studies” began at 3 p.m. 
in Beering Hall of Liberal Arts and Education (BRNG) 4180 at Purdue. The presentation was hosted by the 
Graduate Student Education Council (GSEC) at Purdue. Approximately 15 doctoral students in Curriculum and 
Instruction and my dissertation chair attended my presentation. In the presentation, I talked about my 
dissertation and how I conducted and completed my dissertation research. The doctoral students who are at 
different stages of their dissertation work had a wide range of inquiries regarding how to find a research site, 
get IRB approval, conduct fieldwork, among others. On September 24th, I co-taught EDCI 205: Exploring 
Teaching as a Career with the instructor at Purdue between 10:30 a.m. and 12:20 p.m. There were 
approximately 20 pre-service teachers in that class and I enjoyed interacting with the pre-service teachers at 
Purdue and learning about their field experiences at their designated school to which they have been going 
throughout this semester. On September 25th, I taught three sections of Japanese 101 class between 11:00 
a.m. to 2:50 p.m. In the Japanese classes, I introduced Akita International University, Akita culture such as 
traditional food and festivals, and Akita dialect to the students. On September 26th, I had the Study 
Abroad/Exchange Exploratory Meeting with Mr. John Jensen (Director of Study Abroad), Dr. Chris Luke (Chair 
of the department of Modern Language and Classics), Dr. Sadatoshi Tomizawa (Professor of Japanese), and 
Dr. Kazumi Matsumoto (Assistant Professor of Japanese) between10:00 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.  In the evening 
from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m., I offered a lecture presentation entitled “Using Visual Arts in Promoting Social 
Justice” at Ball State University. In the presentation, I talked about my current research that examined what 
roles integrating visual art practices in lessons played in cultivating English language learners’ understanding 
of diverse social identities. Approximately 40 people attended the presentation and some of the attendees 
asked me questions regarding the research and shared their thoughts/opinions throughout the presentation. 

What I have learned and how I want to use the knowledge / skills in my future teaching at AIU: 
 
Conducting the research seminar at Purdue allowed me to have a great opportunity to impart my experiences 
and knowledge that I gained throughout my graduate work to the doctoral students at Purdue. This 
experience also enabled me to have numerous opportunities to internationally develop my academic 
network. Teaching some of the undergraduate courses at Purdue and Ball State helped me to further hone 
my teaching knowledge and skills that allow me to meet the global teaching standard. I would like to make 
good use of the skills and knowledge in planning lessons and activities at AIU. Moreover, many of the 
Japanese students in Japanese 101 at Ball State showed strong interest in AIU and Akita culture. They told me 
that they would love to come to AIU to explore Akita and Japan if they have an opportunity to study at AIU as 
an exchange student. My visit to both Purdue and Ball State promoted positive relationships between AIU 
and them.  
 



 



 



 

 


